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1
· "In all the cultures of the world, architectural form

is an expression of the philosophical interaction of
the forces of mass and space, which, in turn, reflects
the relationship between a man and nature and man
and the universe. The clarity and vigor with which
mass and space are resolved set the level of excellence
of architectural work at any period of a culture's
development."

"There is an intellectual parallel of deepening
perception which is based on becoming connectedA’ with larger and larger systems. In architectural terms
it means progressing from the earth and earth
materials into the less tangible elements of the
universe. Through this sense of connection with a
system greater than himself man achieves aesthetic
satisfaction, and the more nearly universal the system.
the deeper the satisfaction.“’

-Edmund N. Bacon
'_Designof Cities, 1974
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INTRODUCTION ‘

My thesis began during a trip to Europe where I
visited several cities and buildings (Pl. I - III). Of
particular interest were the cities of Prague,
Czechoslovakia and Steyr, Austria, and the buildings
of the Villa Rotonda in Vicenza, Italy, and the Churchof San Andrea and the Church and Piazza of SanE
Pietro in Rome. As I walked through these places
I intuitively came to realize there existed a certain

- relationship between culture and architecture. This
realization led me to study the cultural periods inwhich the above examples were built; the Gothic era,
the Renaissance period and the Baroque period. I
discerned in fact that the above cities and buildings
do express certain aspects of their respective cultures.

A ‘ In Part I, I documented my movement through fourV
examples of the built form from three time periods.
I also explain how this movement through the built
form led me to realize that certain aspects of culture -are reflected in the built form.
During my visit I was fascinated with the number
of ways man was represented in the architecture of· the Church and Piazza of San Pietro in Rome. In .
Part II, I will discuss man’s relationship to thearchitecture of the Church and Piazza of San Pietro
through scale, proportion and geometry.

As I began to study the architecture of the Churchand Piazza of San Pietro it led me into the
complexities of Renaissance theory. Later, I found
that as I began to create my own buildings and objects

. the experience of studying the past proved
inspirational and my own designs probably reflect
certain aspects of my own culture. .
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I
THE EXPERIENCE OF MOVEMENT
THROUGH A BUILDING

1. Got/zic Prague, Czec/toslovakia

In Prague, Czechoslovakia I began to see that the size relative to each other as the observer proceeds
whole Gothic world was based on symbols. Gothic around them. This relationship is documented in
man thought perfection was in the heavens and that Plates VII and VIII.
he could only symbolize perfection. The hierarchical
nature of the Gothic city symbolized the hierarchical Two of the old Gothic structures include a city gate
nature of the heavens. In Prague. there is a town and a cathedra]. When the observer enters, the city
order with each of the structural elements comprising gate first fills the field of vision while the eathedral
part of the whole. The city is integrated into its at the top of the hill seems to be of lesser importance
SurrOunding environment and the ObServer eXperien— (Plate \'ll_ Position l), The Cathedral attains its
ces a continuous flow of images while proceeding hierarchical prominence, appearing larger, as the
through the city. observer moves farther from the city gate and nearer

to the cathedral (Position 6). The change in size, and
Prague, located along the Karlova River in central therefore irnportanee, is due to the Changed
Czechoslovakia, has retained its urban Gothic core perspective caused by the position of the observer.
(historic district). As one moves across the Karlova \Vhen the observer stands equally distant from both
Bridge into the heart Of Prague the observer is made buildings the more he is able to objectively determine
aware Of the City, the district he is approaching and the relative size. There is no distortion of vision due »
his immediate surroundings. Through the sense of to being too close to one building. "Perspective
sight the visitor is Inade aware of the hierarchical renders aC(;ount, not only of what is seen but also
nature of the Structural elements Of the city and the way itis seen under particular conditions."‘
consequently his position within the city. V

As the observer moves through the city he becomes
For example. while proceeding across the bridge there more aware of the relative sizes of the buildings and
is a continuous view Of hierarchically arranged therefore of the hierarchy of the structural elements
towers. documented in Plates V and VT. The distant of the city, which reflects the hierarchyofthe religious
Gothic Cathedral, at the top of the hierarchy, can order_
be seen from certain points along the bridge (Sketches
l, 5, I2). It can also be seen periodically throughout
the city and is a constant reference point to the
observer's location within the city. The St. Nicholas
Church towers (a Baroque Church) and the Charles
Bridge Towers (Gothic and Renaissance towers on
the left bank) are juxtaposed in a variety of ways
marking the district the observer is approaching

. (Sketches l-7). Baroque statues along the bridge are
points of reference to delineate a particular location. (
All of the towers are integrated together, and because

_ of the observer's motion they become personified and
appear to move on their own.

These towers assume a variety of juxtapositions
because of the change in height and horizontal
direction of the processional path and the various
heights and distances of the towers and topography.

a. Steyr, Austria
We see a similar pattern in Steyr. Austria, the
buildings assutne a variety of juxtapositions as the
observer proceeds past them. Steyr, Austria. is another
European city that has retainetl its urban Gothic core. ~In Steyr two buildings appear to tnove on their own
because of the observer's motion. They change in

6
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b. Hierarchical City Structure and
ReligiousStructure

a reflective relationship expressed in the cathedral towers is reflected in the _ subdivision of its parts. The three neighborhoods
The hierarchical nature of the structural elements towers of the parochial churches and civic buildings. mentioned are highly differentiated, and
of the city reflects the hierarchy of the religious Church towers and gate towers recall but never consequently a visitor is aware of the neighborhood
structure of the Gothic period. The structure of the dominate St. Vitus’ towers. "By this method of design he is in. Landmarks of approaching districts can be
city, like the structure of the universe, was made clear dispersal, unity between the scale of the neighbor— seen, with the Cathedral always a constant referenceby a scheme of division and subdivision of its parts hood and the scale of the city is achieved, and a kind throughout Prague.
known as systematic articulation. of design reverberation is set up which gives great

- richness to the city."7 The physical form of the Gothic city, like the Gothic
Systematic articulation was used in the organization cathedral, represented a manifestation of the ordered
of the scholastic doctrine, which explained the Prague is a clear example of the establishment of Christian cosmos. "In the religious system of the
religious structure of the Gothic world or universe.? a primary structure of the city with a system of Middle Ages every phase of reality is assigned a
The Gothic world had a passion for order which substructures which support the dominant structure. unique place; and with its place goes a complete »
is found in the literature and liturgy of the period. The two smaller parts of the historic core - the Old determination of its value, which is based on greater
For example, "in Dante’s Divine Comedy, the ranks Town, Stare Mesto and the Little Town, MalaStrana, or lesser distance which separates it from the First
of patriarchs, prophets, confessors, martyrs and are related to their immediate environment as the Cause."*? The structure of the city, like the structurevirgins are seen in succession. Such a classification larger historic core - Hradcany Castle is related to of the universe is hierarchical and is made clear byconforms to that adopted in the liturgy."3 In the the whole city. (Part of the Little Town, including the systematic articulation of its parts. Through this
liturgy: "The whole was divided into partes which the Baroque Church and part of Hradcany Castle organization of division and subdivision of thecould be divided into smaller parts; the partes into is shown in Plates V and VI). Each of these townships structural elements of the city man knew his position
membra, quaeistiones or distinctiones, and these into has its own dominant feature or landmark. The within the city, and also within the totality of thearticuli."* For example, all of Christian theology was Gothic Tyn Church towers over the Old Town and ordered Christian cosmos. Man was seen as part of
presented as systematically as possible in the Summa the green copper dome of St. Nicholas (the Baroque the whole. Man viewed his environment from the
Theologiae or "summary of theology," by Thomas Church)dominates the Little Town, just as Hradcany position of a point. From a point man was awareAquinas. "All of theology is divided into its major Castle crowns the whole city. Each township has it’s of where he stood within the totality.
topics", which are divided into subtopics or own precinctural character and scale: the Old Town
"questi0ns." "The first ‘question’ in the Summa with its intimate Gothic pattern, the little Town with
theologiae deals with the nature of theology itself, its larger Renaissance scale, and the Hradcany Castle
the second with God’s existence." The "questi0ns" with its grandiose dimensions. All landmarks can
are in turn divided into "articles", specific queries be seen within their own neighborhoods and as one
concerning the topic being explored. "These ‘articles’ approaches their neighborhood, but only St. Vitus
form the basic unit of the Summa theologiae, and can be viewed from almost anywhere within the city.
they proceed according to an invariable form." The Each landmark is the symbolic center of its district,
"articles" are broken into the following sections: while St. Vitus within Hradcany Castle acts not only
videtur ("it seems that"), sed contra ("but on the as thesymboliccenterof thedistrictbutalsoofPrague
contrary"), and responsio("response").5 and all Czechoslovakia (Pl. IX). Additionally, St.

Vitus refers to the scale of Europe through the
"The systematic subdivision into parts, without position of its altar which faces Rome.?
losing the vision of the whole, produced a ______
clarification corresponding to the aim of scholastic St. Vitus also refers to another hierarchical level,
philosophy." The Gothic scholastic doctrine and the symbolizing the Gothic universe. While the parochial
Gothic city were organized in an analogous way.6 churches recall St. Vitus, St. Vitus is an "image of

the Celestial City,"° since the cathedrals were
In Prague, like the systematic articulation of the "designed in an attempt to reproduce the structure
Gothic religious doctrines, the structural elements of the universe." "The cathedral is perhaps best
are systematically articulated based on a hierarchy. understood as a ‘model’ of the medieval universe."‘°
The city was divided into districts which could be
divided into smaller districts; the districts into "From the cathedral, meanings of Christianity were
landmarks, buildings and streets, and these into transmitted to the human environment as a whole,
smaller landmarks, buildings and streets(Pl. IX). For and the town became the place where the gothic
example in Prague, St. Vitus Cathedral, located in cosmos was presented as a living reality."“
Hradcany Castle, is at the top of the hierarchy and
the smaller landmarks and neighborhoods support An observer is always aware of his location within
it. The symbolic image of the city as a whole, Prague because of this scheme of division and

l l
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2. Renaissance The Villa Rotonda

In contrast, during the Renaissance period, the Villa 7). Again, these juxtapositions are caused by the
Rotonda, in Vicenza, Italy, was not integrated into relationship between the observer and the observed.
its surrounding environment but appears as an object What is so different about it from the Gothic spatial
separate from its surroundings. Also, the observer experience is the lack of a continuous spatial
does not see a continuous flow of images while experience.
proceeding around the Villa but rather disjointed
experiences, fragmented and distinct images}3 This Edmund Bacon states that Renaissance man
is due to the fact that the designer, a Renaissance apprehended space as a "separate, precisely defined,
man, was not interested in the integration of the but fragmented sensation." He goes on to say "the
environment but in the application of abstract discovery of the method of accurate projection of an
principles}" This was a result of the rediscovery of object on a picture plane had a profound effect on
Plato and a renewed interest in aesthetic principles the process of design, shattering the marvelously
in the Renaissance period. complex interaction of forces just described (during

. · the Gothic era), and tending to 3I1“€S[ the intuitive
As the center of the universe and as the image of flow of experience over time."‘6— God, Renaissance man contained the harmonies of
the universe and was therefore considered perfect. , So, the perception of the observer as he proceeds
Gothic man considered the ideal situation allowable through a Renaissance building is related to the
only in the heavens but Renaissance man could strive apprehension of the architect. Perez-Gomez states
for perfection by imitating the angels. As Pico della that "only when man began to view himself as a
Mirandola wrote, "Thou, like a judge appointed for subject and external reality as a collection of objects"
being honorable art the molder and maker of thyself; did perspective become strictly possible}? Certainly,
thou mayest sculpt thyself into whatever shape thou the Villa is perceived as a collection of buildings
dost prefer. Thou canst grow downward into the as one proceeds through it.
lower natures which are brutes thou canst again grow

· upward from thy soul’s reason into the higher natures By observing a building through a perspective, man
which are divine."‘5 Renaissance man found arrested time by concentrating on a particular view
perfection in the harmonies of the universe which at a particular moment from a particular vantage
were the basis of his aesthetic principles. He was point. Renaissance man built his landscape instead
interested in mathematics and art and applied them of being part of it. He was interested in abstract
in his architecture. Because of his interest in the relationships instead of concrete sensual relation-
application of abstract relationships he was not ships, as was the Gothic man (artist). During the ,
interested in a continuous spatial experience as was Renaissance, the object carried the order of the whole,
Gothic man. Therefore as the observer moves around compared to the Gothic when the object was seen
the Renaissance villa it appears disjointed as if it as a part of the totality. Renaissance man viewed
were several different buildings. his environment in terms of abstract relationships

and therefore separated himself from his environ-A The Villa Rotonda, built by Palladioin 1570, appears ment. As the image of God, Renaissance man was
as several different buildings from various aspects. the center of the universe and therefore perceived his
Each view is distinct and fragmented from the first V environment from the position of a center.
view as seen in Plates X and XI. It appears as though
one were visiting several buildings at once. For
example, standing in front at the center of the Villa
Rotonda it appears as a horizontal, symmetrical

. extended mass with several cavities (P1. X, Sketch
3). But standing twenty feet to the left of center it
appears as a narrow, vertical, asymmetrical, solid
mass (Sketch 10). As the observer climbs the front
steps the massive columns seen against a dark
shadowed cavity loom up ahead (Sketches 4, 5). But
looking out towards the landscape one sees the
landscape full of light and the columns which are

._ barely noticed have a lightness about them (Sketch
13
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3. Baroque Church of San Andrea Quirzinale

Several discoveries led to the breakdown of the upon the relationship between the observer and the
universalorder ofthe Gothic and Renaissance worlds. observed. One must walk along a straight axis
Onein particular. the discoverv bv Copernicus(l~l73- parallel to the facade to see the full expression of
15-13) that the earth was not the center of the universe. movement. Movement is expressed through the
shattered Renaissance man's belief of the man concave and convex shapes in plan (Pl. XII). Because
centered order of the universe and destroved Gothic of the proximitv of these shapes the forms do not
man's ordered universe. These events influenced make their individual value too stronglv felt. Instead
Barouque religious architecture. the forms simultaneouslv meld together and make

„ · one continuous experience. In this wav Baroque man
Manv choices were now offered to Baroque man - apprehended his environment "as a simple
religious, political. and philosophical. "The continuitv in time."2l
Catholic Church no longer represented the onlv
svstem of meanings available to Western man.‘”‘8 The architecture expressed an architectural pull
Because of this the Catholic Church wanted to through the expression of movement. Architectural
reinstate ecclesiastical authoritv, and attempted to do pull is expressed through the wall’s simultaneous
this through the Counter Reformation. During the movement as the observer walks bv. Spaces expand
Counter Reformation religious architecture "was and contract (Pl. XII). This arouses curiositv and
turned into a means of persuasion and propagati0n"’ draws the observer into the church. Man perceived
through a dvnamic. centrifugal characterßg A good his environment as a simple continuitv in time along
example of this is the Church of San Andrea in Rome a straight axis.22 Man experienced his environment
bv Bernini. Here the emphasis was on bringing the along a line in time.
populace towards Catholicism, and San Andrea was‘ designed in such a wav as to encourage a passerbv Baroque religious architecture draws one into it.
to enter and move towards the altar. Renaissance architecture the observer appreciates as

a perfect object on the landscape, while Gothic
San Andrea. built bv Bernini between 1658, and 1670. architecture could onlv imitate perfection through
expresses movement when approaching it from the the use of hierarchv.
side. It manifests this movement through a
continuous sequence of receding and advancing Thus after looking at these examples vou can look
forms as the observer approaches it (Pl. XII). This at the varietv of wavs culture influences the built
expression of movement was used as ·an architectural _ form. The observer's movement through a building
pull to encourage those passing bv to enter the reflects different cultural ideals.
church. The observer is intrigued bv the movement
of various planes. This curiositv pulls the observer AF
into thechurch.As

one moves in a straight line parallel to the facade
approaching its front steps, single parts are· foreshortened and overlap as seen in Plate XII.Firstthe

lower wall advances enlarging dramaticallv in V
the space of a few steps (Sketch 3). The upper drum
and cornice then suddenlv protrude (Sketch l). Then
these forms recede and the facade and entrance steps
advance (Sketches 5. 6). Then the facade recedes and
the entrance takes over with the columns askewed
(Sketches 7. 8). Bv this sequence of receding and
advancing forms one is compelled to apprehend the
total movement rather than the single form. The s ·primarv demand of movement "can onlv take place « Aif thev (the forms) do not make their individual value
too stronglv felt."2°

‘ These receding and advancing forms are dependent
lf}
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II
MAN AS A REFERENCE IN THE ARCHITECL
TURE OF THE CHURCH AND PIAZZA OF SAN
PIETR() IN ROME _ _

I was particularly interested in the way man as a
reference point is expressed so completely in the
Church and Piazza of San Pietro. As I began to study

» this, I was led into the complexities of Renaissance
theory.

As the image of God, Renaissance man embodied
the harmonies of the universe. He was considered
to be the center of the universe and perfect.
Proportions derived from man’s body were considered 4perfect. Therefore the architecture of the time ’
reflected the perfection of man through mathematical ‘ t
relationships such as proportions, geometry and
spatial dimensions.

iW1a11e vtsttüig the Pigiza ar san Piietmfir iirritiiüiééiy t‘
discerned that the central arcade reflected the actual
size of man’s body. I felt in harmony with the space
because the size of my own body was reflected in

— the size of the space I was in. Upon further study
I realized man’s body is used as a unit of measurement
for the architectural space and mass of the piazza.

IS
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1. Man’s Body as a Unit of Measurement Gives Scale
to the Piazza San Pietro

The Piazza of San Pietro uses man as a unit ofy measurement for it’s architectural space and mass
(Pl. XIVa). Man has used his own body as a measuring
tool throughout time. In Italy, for example, a unit
of measurement, piedi, represents two feet and palmi

· represents .7321 foot or a palm, and faccia a face-
length.

In the colonnade of San Pietro an intimate scale exists
within the side aisle of the colonnade where a few
people can walk down or where an individual can

· sit on a column base. The number three and its
multiples are used to determine the size of the aisles
in the colonnade. The main aisle of the colonnade
is three men wide with arms outstretched. The height
of the colonnade is nine men tall. Width to heighth
is a proportion of 3 : 9 or l : 3. The side aisle is

· six men wide with arms at their sides. The columns
are seven men high. Their base is the width of aA
man with arms outstretched. The height of the
column base is at the height of a man seated. The
pedestal upon which the three statues stand is ten

P men high. The top of the statues is thirteen men
high. Using man as a unit of measurement one can
quickly determine the size of the space he is standing
in. Multiples of three are found in the section of
the colonnade. These numbers refer not only to
quantity (units of man) but also quality during the
Renaissance. For example the number three
represents "the Trinity and by consequence of the
soul made in the image of the Trinity, connotes all
spiritual things."23

Contrasting the above is the large public scale of
the oval piazza where several thousand people can
congregate. Between these two extremes is the central1 corridor of the colonnade built for carriages. Also
at the middle scale are the steps and portico of the
Church of San Pietro and the smaller Piazza of San
Pietro where the Pope often stages his communi-
cations. The Piazza of San Pietro has a variety of
scales which afford man the opportunity to choose
the space in which he desires to be. It’s an architecture
of choice.

20
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2. Man Referred to Through Geometry
‘ , In Renaissance architecture, classical forms were

rediscovered as models of ideal beauty celebrating
the capacity of man. Man (universal man) was seen
as the image of God. As the image of God man
embodied the harmonies of the universe.2" "The
Vitruvian figure (Pl. XV) inscribed in a circle and
square became a symbol of the mathematical
sympathy between microcosm and macrocosm. How
could the relation of man to God be better expressed,
we feel now justified in asking, than by building
the house of God in accordance with the fundamental
geometry of square and circle?"25

The square and circle can be found throughout the
plan of the Church of San Pietro and the circle in
the piazza. The circle, the most perfect geometry, was
the mathematical symbol for God.26 In the plan of
the Church and Piazza of San Pietro there is a series
of five circles, which used as regulating devices
determine the general proportions of the plan of the
Church and Piazza of San Pietro (P1. XV). Two”
interlocking circles form the oval of the Piazza of
San Pietro. A third circle whose circumference passes
through the origin of the first two is added above
to form the trinity. A fourth circle is added above

. its center and defines the edge of the Church of San
Pietro. Its lower half defines the area where the Pope
stages his communications. A final fifth circle is
added. Its circumference inscribes the 1560
Michelangelo plan of the Chruch of San Pietro.
During the Renaissance numbers had qualities and

_ the number 5 represented nature (in the cosmologicali
doctrine according to Plato).27 The number 4
represented the four elements of the earth. The four
circles represent the elemental natures while the fifth
circle represents the celestial natures.
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‘ 3. Man Referred to Through Proportion: Its
Aesthetic Aspect

a. Eurythmia
Renaissance architects believed the chief character- the dome. Half of this square defines the width of
istics of beauty to be "the classical idea of maintaining the column bays. Halfof this square defines the width
a uniform system of proportion throughout all parts of the double columns. The two large base squares
of a building."?'8 This idea is one of Vitruvius divided in half define the width of the two outer
fundamental principles of architecture called entrance bays. This square divided in half defines
eurhythrnia. Vitruvius refers to man’s body as well- the width of the middle three entrance bays and the
proportioned following the idea of eurhythmia. height of the colossal order of columns. This square

divided in half defines the width and heighth of the
Proportion, Vitruvius states, is a correspondence central first storey entrance. This square divided in
among the members of an entire work, and of the half represents the width of the entrance bay, without
whole to a certain part selected as standard. "Thus the columns. This square divided in half represents
in the human body there is a kind of symmetrical the width of the column. "Thus the whole facade ·
harmony between forearm, foot, plam, finger and is geometrically builtup ofaprogressive duplication
other small parts; and so it is with perfect or, alternatively, a progressive halving of ratios."32
buildings."29 The principle of proportion, as every
Pälll nf lllällis body is in T€l3llOll [O [hf? WhOl€ SO It is clear that Alberti’s theoretical demand that the i
Sbuuld eviuv p3n bf 3 building r¢l3i@ in die wb<>l@„ ( same proportion be kept throughout the building
WHS El b3Sic öXlOm of R€¤äl$5äll€€ 3TChll€Cl$ (Pl- has here been fulfilled. It is the rigid application

g XV3)-3° of this conception of harmony which marks the non-
Gothic character of this Renaissance facade and —

The classical Id€3 of b€3U[y is fOllOW€Cl ia the Church makgs i[ an Qxamplg gf Classical guryvthyniaßg
of San Pietro. A uniform system of proportion, one
to one, orders the facade, and the place and size of
every single part and detail is fixed and defined by
this proportional system. Because the ratio one to _ ‘
one was considered the closest to God, it was believed
to be the most perfect ratio and therefore the most
suitable for the "mother church of Christianity" San _
Pietroßl .

one to one
The facade of the Church of San Pietro to the top
of the dome, is circumscribed by a square, a ratio
of one to one as shown on Plate XVIa. A square
of half the side of the large square defines the · _
relationship of the base of the building to the peristyle
and dome. The lower part of the building can be ·
divided into two such squares, while one encloses

_ the peristyle and dome. Half of the side of this smaller
square defines the relationship of the dome to the° cupola and spire. In other words; the whole building
is related to its main parts in the proportion of one ·
to two, which is in musical terms an octave, and ·
this proportion is repeated in the ratio of the width
of the upper storey to that of the lower storey. ·

. This same proportion reoccurs in the subunits of _ _
the dome and base squares. The dome forms a perfect
square, the sides or left over space to the right and
left of the dome is half the width of this square. L
Half the side of the dome peristyle square is the heighti (of the lowercrosses. Half the height of this square
is the height of the columns along the peristyle of
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b. Symmetria
° one to two one to 1.618, the golden section

Michelangelo and Maderno have carried Vitruvius’ A circle can be inscribed in the 1560 Michelangelo
all important postulate of symmetria through the plan of the church of San Pietro (Pl. XVIId). This
Church of San Pietro with absolute consistency and circle inscribed ‘ in a square, can be repeated
congruity of all the parts. Symmetria, is the fixed geometrically according to the ratio of 1.618. The
mathematical ratio of the parts to each other and next square defines the inside edge of the exterior
to the whole. The elevation and plan of the Church wall and the next two squares define the outside and
of San Pietro may be used as a demonstration. In inside edges of the large four columns. The square
accordance with Vitruvius, a unit of measurement, represents earth or the microcosm and it is extended
the modulus, was applied to all dimensions of the into four arms, or the four quadrants of the earth.
building. The basic unit is the width of the large Inside the third square is the circle of the dome, "an
Corinthian columnar base which is 11.3 feet or one overwhelming image of the macrocosm."35
modulus (P1. XVIa) The width of the peristyle
columnar base is one-half moduli, i.e. 5.65 feet. The The square and circle which inscribe the Vitruvian
height of the peristyle columns is four moduli, that figure which represents the microcosm and
of the larger columns is eight moduli. In both cases macrocosm are also found in the elevation of the
the ratio of columnar base width to height is 1 : Church of San Pietro and in the section of the piazza
8 and that of the small order to larger order is 1 colonnade. In the elevation, the circle locates the
: 2. height of the spire and the square the height of the

dome (Pl. XVlb). The square and circle are also found
If we take this same modulus and overlay it on the as regulating geometry in the smaller domes whereW plan at the same scale we once again find the the circle defines the dome and the square defines
prevalence of the ratio 1 1 2 (P1. XVIIb). The large the top of the cross. In the entrance portal a circle
piers are 4 moduli square, while the small exterior one-third the heightof the church is drawn. Its golden
piers are 2 moduli square. The large piers are related section defines the entrance colonnade. Another circle

. to the small piers at a ratio of 1 1 2. The span of one-third the height of the church defines the dome.
the arches of the arms is 4 moduli in width while Its golden section defines the bottom edge of thelower
the span of the crossing is 8 moduli in width. Again dome windows and the bottom of the peristyle
the small span is related to the large span in a colonnade. In the section of the piazza colonnade
proportion of 1 : 2. the circle defines the peak of the roof and the two

outer columns (Pl. XIVb). The square derived from
The relationship of the width to heighth under the the golden section of the circle defines the ceiling
arches of the Church of San Pietro is 1 1 2. This of the center aisle colonnade.
proportion is also true under the crossing. The space
under the crossing is very large. It is 150 feet tall.
The observer is able to grasp the size of this space
because it is proportionally related to the space under
the arches which the observer can grasp easily since
it is half the size, 76 feet, and closer to the size of
man.3"

We may conclude that the simple ratios of the same
modulus are effective throughout the building. The
less prominent system of proportion, 1 : 1.618, the
golden section, can also be found in the elevation
and plan of the Church of San Pietro. It is also found

1

in the human body. For example, if you look at the
Vitruvian figure, from man’s feet to his navel is one
unit, from rr1an’s feet to his head is one unit plus
.618. Also the relationship of the square to the circle
is 1 : 1.618 (Pl. XVa).
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4. Man’s Proportion: It’s Cosmological Aspect

E Why was one to one chosen as a regulating
proportion in San Pietro? Why was one to two and
one to 1.618 chosen? The most perfect ratio was
believed to be one to one, then in ranking order one
to two, two to three, and three to four. These
proportions were found in man’s body. "As man is
the image of God and the proportions of his body
(were) produced by divine will, so the proportions
in architecture have to embrace and express the
cosmic order."36 1

But what are the laws that express this cosmic order? .”
What are the mathematical ratios that express the
harmony of the universe?37 "The key to correct
proportion is Pythagoras’ system of musical
harmony. "38 Pythagoras found a connection between
harmonious chords in music and mathematical
proportions (P1. XVIII). Pythagoras found he could
express harmonious chords mathematically. Upon
this discovery he thought he has seized upon the
harmonies of the universe. u

If one takes a stringed instrument, such as a dulcimer,
and if two strings were "made to vibrate under the
same conditions, one being half the length of the
other, the pitch of the shorter string will be an octave
(diapason) above that of, the longer one (Pl. XVIII).
If the lengths of the strings are in the relation of
two to three, the difference in pitch will be a fifth ~
(diapente), and if they are in the relation of three
to four, the difference in pitch will be a fourth
(diatessaron). Thus the consonances, on which the_ Greek musical system was based · octave, fifth and
fourth - can be expressed by the progression 1 : 2· : 3 : 4. And this progression contains not only the
simple consonances octave, fifth and fourth, but also
the two composite consonances which the Greeks
recognized, namely octave plus fifth (1 : 2 : 3) and
two octaves (1 : 2 : 4). One can understand that this
staggering discovery made people believe that they
had seized upon the mysterious harmony which
pervades the universe. And on this was built much
of the number symbolism and mysticism, which had
an immeasurable impact on human thought during
the next 2000 years."”
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III
· __ PROJECTS

Whenlreturned from Europelwanted to apply some middle scale of the three·block project and finally
of the exciting architectural conditions I had realized his immediate elevation above the piazzas. The
there to American cities, in particular New York City. observer would then descend into a series of piazzas
I had lived in New York City and was not very happy moving through contracting and expanding,
about the environment as a place to live (Pl. XXI). enclosed and open spaces. Finally on level two he
I wanted to use some of the ideas I had studied in would enter an arc shaped colonnade open to the
European cities. I soon realized that it was difficult river. The colonnade surrounding an outdoor
for me to. apply what I had learned for the next year. amphitheater. He would then descend into a series
Near the end of the year I designed a diagram for of garden terraces which step down to the river.
three-blocks in New York City and then realized how ‘
important a processional path was to me. I then The main entrance of this processional path would
worked on a series of projects concurrently with the connect to the rest of Manhattan along a skywalk
previous studies. at level five to Tudor City. I

Realizing that architecture selects certain parts of The project would operate at the scale of Manhattan
- culture, I studied more about it through my own through two landmarks, the two residential blocks

designs. The experience of studying the past inspired located in 40th and 39th Streets. As a passerby moved E
my own designs and I probably also reflect certain through Manhattan he could look down these streets
aspects of my own culture, such as simultaneous and see terraced gardens as landmarks referring to
movement systems in my own designs. his north—south position on the Island (Pl. XXI, —

. Sketch 10). This project would respond toE The first project is a system of procession developed Manhattan’s lack of visible landmarks from the street
through connecting different spaces. The second and dersity of parks. Also these landmarks would
project is a system of proportion as applied to an create an outdoor space. The piazzas themselves break
object. The third project is a tower proposed as a the regularity of the New York City grid (Pl. XXI,
Iandmark in the Virginia Society Prize Competition, sketch 7). The piazzas offer the public the opportunity
1984. The last project shows man as a system of to use the river instead of being blocked from it (Pl.
proportion as applied to a tower in New York City. XXI, Sketch 12).

1. A System of Procession

I designed this project using certain architectural
conditions that I had learned about in Europe, in
the attempt to make New York City a more enjoyable
place to live.

This project is sited on three blocks in New York ‘
_ ‘ City. The three block site is located between First

Avenue and the Franklin Delano Roosevelt Drive and
4lst and 38th Street in Manhattan (Pl. XIX). The
project is a study of mass and space. What I envisioned
was that the main processional path through the
central piazzas would lead the observer through a
system of contracting and expanding spaces (Pl. XXI.
Sketch ). The observer would also change his elevation

. · as he moved through the enclosed and open piazzas
(Pl. XIX, section and elevation). He would begin
at level five in a large atrium in the central block.
Viewing over the entire system of piazzas, the observer
would see the Hudson River and the opposite shore

· of New York. This would indicate his position in
relationship to the large scale of Manhattan, the ° ‘
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2. An Object - A System of Proportion

* . This project began in response to an assignment to
do a 24 inch tower that was highly differentiated.
This object resulted from my interest in the
Renaissance aesthetic principles. I studied specific
mathematical progressions by applying them to the
design of an object. I also studied the geometry of
a square by deforming it to a line. This object is
a transformation from a line to a square in the vertical
direction formed by the white horizontal planes. The
bottom of the object begins as a square and
approaches a line at the top as seen in Plate XXVII.
The section, which determines the nose piece also
transforms from a line to a square. If the observer
looks down the model he would see the nose pieces
transform from a square to a line. The two legs shown· in the left drawing on Plate XXVIII also begin as
a square and end as a line.

The proportional system determining the width of
_thehorizontal planes and leg sections is an arithmetic

progression and the height between the horizontalin
planes is determined by a geometric progression.
Along the horizontal axis from front to back (Pl.
XXIX, left column) is the arithmetic progression (a
+ .2). Along the horizontal axis from left to right
is the arithmetic progression (a + .5). The horizontal
sections of the legs (Pl. XXVIII, dark areas) are cut
back according to an arithmetic progression of (a
+ .5). The distance between the horizontal planes is
determined by the geometric progression (a x .2). The
entire project begins as a cube (Pl. XXIX) with the
cutouts one third of the cube length and the nose
one third of the cube height. The entire object is
made in the proportion l : 6 where the column height
is six times taller than its width.

Plate XXVIII shows the two systems separately and
put together in the final model. Plate XXX shows
the two—dimensional world from which the object
developed. The two-dimensional grid is transformed
into a series of octahedrons which started the base
of the model. The model is transformed from an
octahedron at the base to a line at the top. Plate
XXXI shows the object diminishing harmonically
in a perspective. —

The perspective drawing is a symbol for the
Renaissance world, just as the cathedral is the symbol
for the Gothic universe."°
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° 3. Tower - A Lcmdmark
‘ _ This tower, in Plate XXXII, was designed for a site

in Alexandria, Virginia during a Virginia Society
Prize Competition, 1984. This was a weekend project.
The issues I dealt with here are transformation of
a line to a square and a landmark and a processional i
path.

The tower operates at the scale of Alexandria as it
can be seen from the Masonic Temple, a major
landmark. It also relates to the neighborhood scale
as it can be seen as the observer walks east along
King Street (Pl. XXXII). Its height is related to the
height of the Masonic Temple. Located at the end
of King Street, it defines a large outdoor room. Its
height to width proportion is l : 4.
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4. Times Square Tower - Mari as a System of‘ Proportion
i _ This building, in Plate XXXIII, was entered into

the Times Square Tower Competition 1984. lt is a
two week project. It deals with the issues of
transformation, landmarks and man as a system of
proportion.

As the observer approaches it along Seventh Avenue
or Broadway it appears as a column marking the
beginning of a sea of city blocks behind it. The tower
provides a large public atrium open to the outdoors
with several skywalks in it. It also has large windows
for natural light for the interior offices. The atrium
is ten men high while the individual shops are one
man high.

The height of the horizontal segments follows the
principle of proportion and is determined by the
proportions of man's body.

The tower is so designed that from the ground line
to the top of the second segment is a fourth part" of the whole height; from the top of the fourth
segment to the top of the tower is just the same;
the bottom of the sixth segment to the top of the
tower is an eighth of the whole height, and the upper
segment itself is a sixteenth. If we take the height
of the upper segment itself, the roofline is one third
its height. The upper two segments are approxi-
mately one half the height of the upper three
segments. From the groundline to the top of the third
segment is approximately one half the height of the
whole tower. The height of each segment is in

‘relationto the whole just as every part of man's body
is in relation to the whole.

The human body is so designed that from the ground
line to the knee is a fourth part of the whole height:
the top of the head to the middle of the chest is just
the same; the head from the chin to the crown is
an eighth. If we take the height of the head itself.
from the crown to the hairline is one fourth the height
of the head, and the eyes are one half the height
of the head (see endnote 29).

The width of the towers main body section is one-
fourth the height of the tower. On the human body ’
the breadth across the breast, from shoulder to
shoulder is one—fourth the height of the human body.
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A STATEMENT

What are the religious, political and philosophicali . influences on architecture today? There is no
hierarchical universe of Gothic man, there is no man-
centered universe of Renaissance man. Today not
everyone believes in God or holds the President’s_ word as a final statement. There is no standard set
of values. What is the philosophy of today?
Existentialism? The Random House Dictionary
definition of existentialism is "a modern movement
encompassing a variety of themes, among them the
doctrine that individual existence determines essence,
that man has absolute freedom of choice but that
there is no rational criteria serving as a basis for
choice, and the general claim that the universe is
absurd, with an emphasis on the phenomena of
anxiety and alienation." Certainly in many of today”s
cities and buildings the observer does feel anxiety
and alienation.

What is the direction of architecture today? In my
own work I have used historical precedence in order
to understand it further. Certainly this is not the

ii"historicalprecedence" of the post-modernists where
they simply apply architectural elements from the
past. The historical precedence presented here is the
influence of select aspects of culture on architecture.
I think by understanding past cultures one can gain
an understanding of where we are today. In order
to understand past cultures further I will continue
to use historical precedence.

The use of harmonious proportions is valid. When
I walk into a Renaissance building I feel to be in
a harmonious space. When I walk into a Gothic
cathedral I am awe struck by the systematic
articulation of its parts. Baroque architecture appeals
to my senses and I am drawn into it. For me this
is an exciting experience. I think it is necessary for
designers to consider the experience of the observer
as he moves through a building.

Any good building of the tweentieth century will
reflect certain aspects (the ideals) of its culture. just
by dealing with the issues of movement through a
tweentieth century city or building the designer is
reflecting certain aspects of his culture. A good
building is an expression of "the philosophical
interaction of the forces of mass and space,.which,
in turn, reflects the relationship between a man and
nature and man and the universe. "*‘ But at the present
time I can not answer how a tweentieth century
building does in fact describe our current cultural
condition because of the complexities of modern
culture.
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APPENDIX A

COSMOLOGY

_ _ This is taken from Rudolf Wittkower’s Architectural
Principles in the Age 0fI—1umanism.

"In the wake of the Pythagoreans, Plato in his
Timeaus explained that cosmic order and
harmony are contained in certain numbers.
Plato found this harmony in the squares and
cubes of the double and triple proportion
starting from unity, which led him to the two
geometrical progressions l, 2, 4, 8 and l, 3, 9,
27. Traditionally represented in the shape of
a Lambda

l
2 3

4 9
8 27.

the harmony of the world is expressed in the
seven numbers l, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 27 which embrace
the secret rhythm in macrocosm and microcosm
alike. For the ratios between these numbers- contain not only the musical consonances, but
also the inaudible music of the heavens and
the structure of the human soul."
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ABSTRACT

° , This thesis looks at select aspects of culture in the
architecture of a Gothic city, Prague, Czechoslovakia,
a Renaissance villa, the Rotonda and a Baroque
church, San Andrea del Quirinale. It also looks at
the number of ways man is represented in the
architecture of the Church and Piazza of San Pietro
in Rome through scale, proportion and geometry.

Thirdly, it shows the development of my own
buildings and objects, inspired by my study of the
past.




